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FOREWORD

This book is the result of about twenty-five
years of research into the study of the ether in the
universe, and its application to the philosophy and
phenomena of creation.

When the author began researching, he did it for
his own personal information.

In conversations with many persons upon the
subject of life, the author finally was persuaded to
have printed in book form the results of his cease
less work and findings, and this book is the result.

The Author.
(3)
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SYNOPSIS OF SUBJECTS

Herewith are some of the subjects which
will be found fully explained by Etherology in
this book "The Ether Wave" :

Origin of Life.
Evolution.
Waves of Force and Power. Electric

Waves. Ether Waves. Radio Waves. Light
Waves.

Creation. How the World Was Created
and Is Kept in Place in Space.
How the Physical Body of Man and

Woman Was Created.
How the Soul—Spirit—is Born. (Where

You Come From).
Why You Are Born. (Why You Are

Here on Earth).
Elements of the Human Body.
Papers of the Author.
The Rights of Persons.
Prayers.
Where You Go From Here (Etherland-

Heaven).
(5)
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How You Go to Etherland and Where
It Is.
What Ether is.
Sex-Hygiene.
To Mothers.
To Fathers.
Marriage, and What It Should Be.

Why, How, and What Causes You To
Think.

Auto-Suggestion.
Mental-Telepathy.
What Electricity Is. Its Evolution.
What Radio Waves Are. Their Evolution.
Hypnotism.
Mesmerism.
Levitation — Suspension.
Guardian Angels — Guides — Controls —

Doctors in Etherland.
Why You Sleep, and What Makes You

Sleep.
Soul — Spirit — Development.
Claire- Voyance (How to See Soul, Astral,

Spirit).
Claire- Audience (How to Hear Soul,

Spirit).
Mediums, Full-Control, Semi-Control, Par

tial-Control, and Sensitives.
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Public Mediumship from Platforms, and
How Done.

Psycho-Analysis.
Physico-Analysis.

Why More Women Are Mediums Than Men.
Astral Flights.
Dreams.
How You Journey In Ether land (Heaven).
Nurseries, Primary Schools, Grade

Schools, Colleges In Etherland (Heaven).
Communion On Ether Waves, and What

It Is.
Christ Science, Manifestations, Materi

alizations.
Healing.
Life's Book of Sins. What They Are,

and How Kept by the Soul's Auros.
The Causes of and How to Prevent Wars,

Murders, Suicides, Law Violations, Insanity,
Status of a Person Electrocuted.
What and Where Hell Is, Purgatory,

Darkness, Outer-Darkness.
What Spiritual Progression Is; Spiritual

Perfection; Spiritual Affinities.
Redemption.
What Regeneration Is; 13 eio^O'ia fieri.
Formula for a Universal Brotherhood of

Human.
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In introducing this work the author gives
some facts about various waves of force and
power.

WAVES OF FORCE AND POWER. ELEC
TRIC WAVES. ETHER WAVES.

RADIO WAVES. LIGHT
WAVES

Electric waves, ether waves, radio waves,
light waves are one and the same; the differ
ence is in wave length.

Broadcasting waves average three hundred
and sixty metres.

The wave length of a beam of light is
approximately one twenty-five thousandths of
a centimetre.

The wave length of the X-Ray is one hun
dred and twenty-five times shorter, approxi
mately.

Electro-magnetic waves of long distance
transmission lines have approximately five
million metre wave length.

The difference in radio and light waves is
their length.
A radio wave passes through a brick wall

because the thickness of the wall is only a
small fraction of the wave length.

(ID
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I

A light wave is stopped by a thin sheet of
metal, because the thickness of the thinnest
sheet of metal is many times the wave length
of a light wave.

Atoms we might term planetary systems
with groups of positive and negative charges
at their centres, a sort of sun or nucleus.
Around this centre group are concentric sys
tems of electrons. The hydrogen atom is a
positive charge and one negative electron in
an orbit around it.

From the electron we go to the etheron
and then to spiriton.

Every animal, vegetable or human cell is a
self - contained spiriton—etheron—electron—
molecule—atom; their chemistry processes are
according to the response of body vitality,
nerve vitality.

This shows that there is but one evolution,
spirit-etheron-electron ; that all chemisteries in
their final analysis are SPIRIT.
All life is of spirit origin. It absorbs elec

trical charge from the ether in the atmosphere.
Life growth, continues at body tempera

ture in the presence of blood plasma, as iron
is found in the nucleo-proteins of plant and
animal cells and in the proteins of blood
plasma.
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Iron is electro-positive. Oxygen is electro
negative. These two with salts of plasma as
an exciter, generate electricity.

Extract iron content of cells and plasma,
the result is no growth.

The atmosphere is positive, and the earth
negative. The air is permeated with ether.
Ether is a volatile inflammable liquid pro

duced by the distillation of alcohol with sul
phuric acid.

Spirit created everything physical. Every
thing physical is an exact counterpart of what
is had in spirit, in Etherland.

The ether performs so important a part in
all life, that the author has taken the word
ether as the name for his book. Hence "The
Ether Wave".



The Ether Wave
The knowledge of functioning upon this

frictionless etheral vibratory wave is had by
the development of it within one's self while
still functioning with the physical body on
this earth.
This is the wave you function upon when

in Etherland, and no longer have a physical
body to function with. So it is just a question
of whether you want to wait until you pass on
into Etherland, where you will be forever, or
whether you want to cultivate that power
while still on earth.
It is much easier to cultivate that power

while still on this earth where you have two
bodies to work with, the physical body and the
spirit body (soul).
As an illustration, if you have traveled by

automobile or other conveyance to a certain
place many times, the route becomes very
familiar; you do not have to be stopping and
asking the way ; you can make better time, and
you won't have to make detours and you will
not become lost.
This is knowledge. Knowledge is power.

No one can receive this actual experience for
(14)
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you, nor "will it to you". You must get it for
yourself.

The writer has this knowledge, and if you
think enough of yourself, of your future life,
this book should greatly assist you.

The writer wishes you a pleasant journey
in Etherland.

Origin of Life
Everything has its origin in God, in good.

God created this world, meaning God materi
alized this world. Spirit chemistry is stronger
than physical chemistry.

Spirit chemistry holds the world in place.
Creating is materializing. Creation is

materialization. Dematerialization is decreat-
ing. Dematter is to decreate ; physical matter
made into spirit.

When physical matter is dematerialized it
is made spirit.
All chemistry, whether physical or spirit

ual, in its last analysis is spirit chemistry.

Spirit is the Source of All
The quicker we learn this fact, the better

off every one will be, the world. This is the
real phenomena and philosophy. You may
call it what you will. You can not remove it.
It can move you, and it does move you.
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Researching and analyzing with the phys
ical eye through the microscope or other in
struments, or methods of deduction and con
clusions, we find matter reduced to atoms,
atoms to molecules, molecules to electrons.

Then with the spirit eye and ear we begin
with the electron, and go from electron to
etheron, and from etheron to spiriton.

In physical chemistry you go as far with
things to the electron. In spirit chemistry to
spiriton, from etheron from electron, where
the spirit forces work out upon the powerful
frictionless etheral vibratory waves or planes
of functioning. You can not obtain this with
physical instruments. You can only obtain
this with spirit development through the hu
man eye, the human ear; the I, the me, the
soul, the ego, the entity, the consciousness
within you that knows when you see a thing
and that knows when you hear a thing. This
is spiritual unfoldment, development, ability to
function upon the higher planes of vibration;
communion.

Evolution
Science informs us that communities con

sist of persons, persons of organs, organs of
tissues, tissues of cells, cells the expression of
which is life.
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Every human being's body is composed of
organs, as the heart, liver, kidney, etc., and
every organ consists of tissues, of which there
are four varieties; epithelial, connective, nerv
ous and muscular. Each tissue is made of
numbers of cells.
A cell is a microscopic bag of jelly-like

substance called protoplasm, which often con
tains within its substance a smaller cell called
a nucleus, and sometimes inside the smaller
cell, a tiny dot called the nucleolus.

Protoplasm is formed of water, albumin
ous substance, sugary material, fat and chem
ical salts. The chief chemical salts entering
into its formation are carbon, hydrogen, oxy
gen and nitrogen.

Cells vary from 1/5000 to 1/120 of an inch
in diameter; they differ in shape; some form
layers as in the skin, some bands as in muscle ;

some tubes as in the hair-like blood-vessels,
and some float in fluid as the blood corpuscles.
Some have the power of moving from place to
place, called ameboid motion.
All this refers to the physical body.
We have a physical adaptation of the term

evolution, which is perfectly correct. In liv
ing a physical existence on this earth, we must
deal with things in a physical manner. There
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fore we draw the line of demarcation between
things physical and spiritual. But after you
will have arrived at the point of spiritual de
velopment where it is no longer a matter of
belief with you, but knowledge, for knowledge
is power (spirit power), and when your spirit
can function upon the higher planes of vibra
tion, you will know that there is but one evolu
tion, spirit evolution.
This is knowledge of dimensions, if you are

pleased to call it so. So you will never exhaust
physical evolution, and you will certainly never
exhaust spirit evolution.

Every one can not think in terms of vibra
tions and dimensions, but you will if you learn
to labor and to wait.

Knowledge
If you have your house built on the firm

foundation of truth and knowledge, all the
winds and storms of time can not destroy it.
So, fear not, falter not, weary not in well
doing.

There are no monopolies in spirit, no limit
to your progression, and you can go as far as
you like, if you have the power and develop
ment, if your chemistry is right.
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Proof of This Work
The burden of proof or disproof rests with

the investigator and experimentor.
If you were to take a journey to some for

eign country entirely unfamiliar to you, and a

friend of yours has just returned from that
same journey, the natural thing for you to do
is to go to that friend and ask him what is the
best route to take, what hotels to stop at, in
fact obtain the best itinerary for your journey.
Would you not? This is how the author ob
tained his information, and he in turn is giving
it to you.
As we must all make this journey, let us

obtain all the information possible. Our stay
here is short. Our future life is forever.
Those in Etherland should know, they are
there.

Cause and effect. For every effect there is
a cause, and for every cause there is an effect.

The world and everything therein did not
just happen ; it required power to make them ;

a power more than anything physical, a Su
preme Power. This is not theory, but an in
disputable fact.

Do not say of anything "it is not true"
until you can prove it. So if you read this
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book, and do not investigate and search out
for the truth as outlined herein, I would sug
gest that in all fairness you do not even ven
ture an assertion of your uncompleted opinion.

Creation
Spirit is the all.
The Spirit of the Father within the Son, is

the Trinity.
God, Spirit, always was.
God created everything. In His wonderful

laboratory He created on and by means of a
powerful etheral vibratory wave the waters,
sand, earth and all the other chemical elements
and set all these evolving and involving.

This earth after creation was a globular
glacier, and everything was conserved therein,
just the same as you place food in an ice box
to conserve it. So everything was conserved
in the earth (glacier) awaiting man's develop
ment thereof for his physical needs.

After the world was created, then God
created man in His image and likeness. And
He breathed soul (spirit) into that physical
body He created and called him man.

He next created woman in like manner.
He created man and woman to multiply

their kind to occupy this earth and to learn
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through their physical bodies the lessons of a
physical existence.

Having learned their physical lessons man
and woman quit their physical body function
ing, and the intelligence that directed their
physical bodies, that built their heavenly man
sions while on earth, take on in spirit just
where they left off in the physical.

Everything has its origin in God, in good.
Good as well as bad have their origin in God.
For the present I will call good "proper chem
istry" and bad "improper chemistry". So
everything having its origin in God, in good,
and I mean both proper and improper chem
istries, in their last analysis must be good.

In the human body you have two kinds of
germs, friendly and unfriendly. The one
builds up and the other tears down, if this
were not so your physical body would not de
velop, for the food you eat must be digested
and eliminated. The one germ helps to build
up the body and the other takes care to see
that the food you eat after the body takes what
it requires, eliminates the residue. You may
call this a resistance. If it were not for resist
ance you would have no electricity.

The air we breathe extends only a certain
distance from the earth. Beyond this band
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of air that surrounds the earth is space or
vacuum. The universe is filled with very
sensitive ether, showing periods of expansion
and compression, or ether waves. On the
front cover of this book is a word picture
which explains this.

There are seven planes of etheral vibra
tion. The first plane is earthly, darkness. The
second plane is lighter color. The third plane
is still lighter. The fourth plane is a sort of
blueish. The fifth is a sort of purpleish. The
sixth plane is very light delicate purple. The
seventh plane is pure white (spirit chemistry
purity). On this plane is met the man called
Christ. The first plane starts at the bottom
of the ether wave, at the edge of the air belt,
the second higher than the first, the third
higher than the second, the fourth higher than
the third, the fifth higher than the fourth, the
sixth higher than the fifth, the seventh higher
than the sixth. There is no limit to your
progression. Whatever your auros of the
soul show, this is the plane of vibration you
are functioning upon. The subject of auros is
this : Your soul is in possession of your phys
ical body. (See illustration on next page.)
The edge of the soul extends out from the
physical body anywhere from an inch to



The soul in possession of the physical body.
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three or four inches. The distance from the
outer edge of the physical body to the edge
of the auros give your spirit chemistry status,
your sins. This is how your sins are kept.
Further on in this work this subject is had in
detail.

Elements of the Human Body
Water, weighing from 90 to 170 pounds,

represents the greater part of the weight of a
man's body, exceeding the sum of all the other
substances in such body.

Carbon composes one-half the weight of
the water, which is the basis of the organic
constituents of the body, such as albumen, car
bohydrates and fats. Next comes ammonia,
which supplies in great part the nitrogen con
tained in the albumen. Then comes calcium
carbonate, which builds up the major part of
the bones, and phosphorus, which combines
with calcium and oxygen to form calcium
phosphate. Salt (sodium chloride) takes the
next place, and is supposed to be dissolved in
the water of the body, so it indicates the fluids
of the body as a physiological solution of salt.

Flourine gives the bones and teeth their
hardness; sulphur and potassium nitrate are
also constituents of the albuminous substances
of the body, and exist in hair, skin and nails.
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Of the other elements which only exist in small
percentage, iron is especially interesting, as
the element giving the red color to the blood,
and which absorbs the oxygen of the air;
arsenic, which imparts its tonic qualities to the
system, and iodine, which is found in the thy
roid gland and keeps the body in the condition
of activity indicated by its temperature. The
remaining elements appear to have very little
effect on the system, but seem to be little more
than a mixture, introduced into the body with
the food.

The human body appears more complex
the closer it is examined and is revealed as
the most marvelous manufacturer of chem
icals. There are present within it the secretions
known as enzymes or ferments, hormones or
bodies whose only function apparently is to
excite other secretions, and antitoxins or sub
stances which act as antidotes to persons.

They are all organic compounds with a

very complicated molecule, and can only be
manufactured by the subtle chemistry of the
body itself.

The human body contains certain inorganic
substances, metals and elements of compara
tively rare occurrence in nature.

The human body is composed of so many
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pounds of carbon diffused through so many
pailfuls of water, and when burned to ashes,
sulphur and phosphorus are found in the resi
due.

Deaths from arsenical poisoning from im
bibing beer from a common source, proves in
evidence that the thyroid gland secrets arsenic
in perceptible quantities.
Manganese, a metal which imparts excessive

hardness to different alloys, is much used in
the manufacture of oxygen, and forms the
active principle in disinfectant and is found in
the human body as well as in the bodies of
birds, reptiles and fishes.

Boron, a light metal of the family alumi
num, forms the base of borax, and is found
in the body of man and nearly all animals.

The most unexpected constituents is flour-
ine chemically grouped with chlorine, bromine
and iodine. Flourine is in nearly every part
of the human and discharges a useful function.
In the enamel of the teeth, in the bones, in the
skin and in the striped muscular tissue. Flour
ine is present in greater quantities in the em
bryo than in the adult.

The thing that counts is ACTION. Men
come here to inherit what other men have
accomplished before them, to add something
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to the accomplishments and leave that some
thing for the benefit of future generations.
And what they leave, added to the knowledge
that men possessed before them is WHAT
COUNTS.
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On page twenty-nine is shown the physical
body possessed by the Soul (or the Astral
body). From the outer edge of the physical
body to the edge of the Soul (dotted lines) is
shown the chemistry status of the Soul
(auros) ; your sins or your goodness.
Whatever chemistry status of your auros

(Soul) show, is the Plane of Vibration (chem
istry) you are functioning upon.

When the process called death occurs (the
fluetic cord severed), the Soul slips off onto
the Plane of Vibration shown by the auros.
You take on in spirit where you left off in the
physical body.

The Etheral Vibratory Planes are the
chemistry planes of purity status. To function
upon the higher planes of vibration, it is abso
lutely necessary to have the chemistry purity
required of the various planes of vibration.

The picture shows how you, yourself, keep
your book of sins, your darkness, your lack of
knowledge of your being, if this be the case.

It is human to err, but mind (Soul) ele

vates one above the human.
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A Little Personal Experience
As an introduction to the remainder of the

book, the following four papers were taken in
shorthand by the author from his advisors, by
means of the etheral wave:

Only the etherialists, in applying the defi
nition, give to the world all the lessons, where
many religions use the symbols. Where re
ligions have Holy Communion, the communion
with the Saints, the etherialists have commu
nion with their sainted loved ones. Brother,
I repeat the words of the Master, "If it were
not so I would have told you. I am helping
to prepare a place for you, that where I am
may ye also be."

Every individual has a soul, every indi
viduality has a mansion, and with the soul,
which is mind, ego, is permitted to dwell
therein.
You have a natural body, you have a spir

itual body; a body celestial and a body ter-
restial. The natural body is of earth, the spir
itual body is of spirit. The natural body is
the mansion you inhabit upon the earth plane,
the spiritual body is that that is mentioned or

(30)
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spoken of by Jesus Christ "In my Father's
house are many mansions."
Oft times men abuse the mansion upon this

earth plane by neglecting to care for that body
properly, so also are the spiritual bodies neg
lected by some. Therefore, it is necessary to
call in a physician to heal the natural body, so
also is it necessary for the Guardian Angel to
be called in to administer to the spiritual
bodies, to clarify them of sin, which is dark
ness.
A man who seeks only" for material, caring

nothing for his soul, his condition after arriv
ing in spirit is in what some religions term
purgatory, a darkened state. Therefore they
have church services to help relieve the earthly
or material condition from the spiritual body.

The following is paper number two on
Communion.

When the Body was upon the Cross, a
thief at either side, the one's eyes were opened
to the realization that that was the Prince of
Men. And when he asked of our dear Lord
that when He entered into his Father's home,
to ask for forgiveness for him, the Lord an
swered him "This day wilt thou dwell with
Me in paradise", because the scales had fallen
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from his eyes, and he could see with a clear
vision. So also have your eyes been opened
(meaning the writer and stenographer), and
you too have received that blessing. I had in
terceded for you, and was requested to give
you communion. You believing in the commu
nion of the laws of your church, while we gave
you that to satisfy the material condition, we
also gave you the spiritual communion, com
munion one with another. We receive com
munion in the spirit world, but this is com
munion with the forces upon the higher planes
of etheral vibration.
As you break bread each day, let it be in

remembrance of Him who taught us to say
"give us this day our daily bread".
Little did you think that even in the inner

most secrets of your chambers I was with you.
I will always be with you. We are constantly
with you out on the ether waves.

My work was to reform you. I dedicated
my life to you and for you, and so, as each one
has some mission in life, some duties to per
form, one must accomplish these duties before
you have made a success of life. I lived upon
the earth plane and could not perform the
duties given me, but now after coming into
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spirit I have succeeded in my efforts. So you
see that my life has not been lived in vain.
You do not commune with words, but

thoughts, spiritually. When you commune
you are attuned with your guardian angel and
the higher forces on the etheral vibratory
planes of functioning.

The following is paper number three on
schools in the Ether world (spirit) :

When a spirit reaches this plane, they are
sent to school, taking on where leaving off be
fore what people call death, but which is only
being reborn in spirit, and after schooling,
then they are sent to the seminaries and the
colleges, and when they finally have gone
through all of the universities and graduated,
taking a post-graduate course, then they are
professors in their line. These professors are
turned into the spiritual world as angels, be
cause they have been cleansed of all things
material and are spiritualized so that they may
reach the hearts of you children on earth.
They have different grades, and pass on from
one grade to another studying chemistry,
human anatomy, etc. It is necessary for them
to have a good understanding of the human
anatomy, as they must know whether or not
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it is possible for them to take possession of the
organisms of the medium, and if there should
be qualities lacking in that instrument for the
one that is to take possession of it, then they
must search out on the earth plane until they
have found one who will fit into that condition.

Brother, you can not loose materially nor
spiritually, but in each good act and deed you
perform, your development will go on higher.

The following is paper number four, and is

self-explanatory :

Oh, God, Thou Spirit of Divine love and
wisdom, we turn to Thee at this hour and
would ask Thy blessing. We realize in Thee,
in answer to our aspirations, strong, wise and
lofty spirits will come to guide and protect us.
The yearning of our hearts today to serve,
must ever find some service in this world. The
desire to create something of peace and happi
ness must ever find an answer to a better life
and better order, in the community and a more
spiritualized people. Though sometimes our
pathways are dark and dreary and we only
dimly see the steps we are about to take, yet
we realize that Thy power is there, Thy Love

is ever round and about to support and sustain
us.
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Wherever there is a heart that aches today,
wherever there is sickness and sadness, there
may we go, and with this truth of Thy love and
Thy ministering angels bring joy and happi
ness.

We ask that our heavenly Father, through
Thy Son, Jesus Christ, who administered to
the sick and healed the lame, go to the sister
upon that bed of affliction, to bring comfort
and alleviate her suffering, to bring her to a
perfect light, and let the occasion be a revela
tion of Thy works.

The above was a prayer from spirit taken
in shorthand as were all of the above papers.
This prayer was for an expected dying mother,
but who regained her health and lived for
sometime after. The following paper explains
quite fully just what occurred.

The following is paper number five:
The guides permitted her (your mother)

to return to prove the demonstration and also
let them more thoroughly understand the les
son I had given. You will remember I had
said that the guides would take your mother
down into the valley of souls, and would be
with her, and would permit her to return, so
that she might learn the lessons as well as the
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truths. Therefore, with your assistance we
worked through you as the medium. Had we
snipped the flora cord, the life cord, your
mother would not have returned to occupy her
body and functioned any further with it. But
we did not snip this cord, only let her travel
the path once, so that when she does go, she
will be familiar with the change called death.
I had told you that your mother would not be
taken that night, nor in seven nights, nor in
seven more nights, and how long she would be
permitted to remain with you would be a mat
ter of how well she learned the lesson and took
care of the new chemistry given her when the
improper chemistry in her anatomy was de-
materialized and supplanted with the proper
chemistry gathered from those in the room
and from us, which was materialized into her
body, and especially her pancreas. We worked
in conjunction with her physical doctor. He
is a well-developed sensitive. We drew all we
were permitted to, on and from you, as you
understand, with your years of communing
with us, seeing us, hearing us, as one of us are
always round and about you, guiding you.

The snipping or severing of the fluetic cord
connecting spirit to the material body, is men
tioned in the Bible "unless ye be born again,
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ye shall not be saved". .So we must all go
through this. The severing of the cord is sim
ilar to snipping the cord which connects child
to mother at birth, and must be snipped so
that the child can function by itself.

We took possession of your mother so that
the others might see the manifestation.



Be Reasonable
Your fellowman has certain inalienable

rights, just the same as you have. A certain
big magician, purporting himself to be and
appoints himself as a committee of one as
authority on investigation into the phenomena
and philosophy of life, and who said that his
knowledge would be taken with him to his
grave, was endeavoring to have certain legis
lation passed to prevent a person from trying
to find out all about himself in matters of spir
itual knowledge.
This person is to be buried in a few days.
There are no secrets to one learned in the

phenomena and philosophy of the ether waves.
They tell all. It is just as if you were on a

party-line telephone and pick up the receiver
while another party is talking. You hear all.
You would not call this such a wonderful
secret, would you?
It is true that in searching for the truth,

spiritually, one makes mistakes. Human flesh
is subject to error, but spirit elevates one above
the human.
A child creeps first, then learns to walk.

(38)
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One of the strong stones in the foundation
of the Constitution of the United States is
"freedom of religion". Thank God for this.
If I absolutely know, I did not say believe,

that, what I have written in this book is the
Truth, the Whole Truth, and nothing but the
Truth, it will take something more than phys
ical force to snuff out that thing that thinks,
soul, mind, entity, ego, I, me, personality.
I shall worship in the manner which to me

personally is the best for the salvation of my
soul. I use the superlative of the word good,
"best".

God, the Master of Masters, is Master
of my soul. To Him do I bow in humble
acknowledgment and submission, because He
knows more than I do. To where He leadeth
me, I shall follow, for in Him is life, life ever
lasting.

Judge not, lest ye be judged.
Pick first the mote out of thine own eye.
Be tolerant, be reasonable, be fair.



Prayers
Following are prayers the Etherialist says :

On awakening in the morning:
Now I awake and see the Light,
It was God and the angels,

That kept me through the night,
Now I raise my voice and pray,

That they will guide and protect me,
Through this day.

Before meals this prayer is said:
Bless us, Oh Lord, and these Thy gifts,
Which we receive from Thy bounty,
Through Christ, our Lord, amen.

On retiring for the night this prayer is said:
We come to Thee, Oh Heavenly Father,
And would ask Thy blessing.
We realize in Thee, in answer to our aspira

tions,
Strong, wise and lofty spirits,
Will come to guide and protect us.

The yearning of our hearts to serve,
Must ever find some service in this world.

(40)
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The desire to create something of peace and
happiness.

Must ever find an answer to a better life and
better order,

In the community, and a more spiritualized
people.

Though sometimes our pathways are dark and
dreary,

And we only dimly see the steps we are about
to take,

Yet we know Thy presence is there,
That Thy everlasting Love,

Is round and about to support and sustain us.

Wherever there is a heart that aches today,
Wherever there is sickness and sadness,

There may we go, and with the truth of Thy
ministering angels,

Bring joy and happiness.

We ask that our Heavenly Father, through
Thy Son Jesus Christ,

Who healed the sick and the lame,
Visit us in our necessities,

Bring us to Thy Perfect Light,
And may the occasion be a revelation of

Thy Works.



Spirit-Soul
Spirit is mind, ego, entity, soul, it never

looses its personality.
There is nothing supernatural; everything

is natural, nature. You may ask the question,
how may I know? "Seek and ye shall find, ask
and ye shall receive, knock and it shall be
opened unto you".

Going through life be just natural, your
self, no one else. You must be good and true
to yourself and everyone and everything. Do
not think that you are alone, that you are really
alone, for you are not. Every force or thought
that you set in motion, whether you say it or
think it, is broadcasted out on the ether waves,
similar to broadcasting from a radio broad
casting station; the principle is precisely the
same. This is how your guardian angel
(guide) is in constant communication with
you (your thought), and knows everything
that you are doing or thinking about, good and
bad. It is by the ether wave that your guide
when possible to penetrate your vibration will
cause you to change your mind to do a thing,
controlling your thought, as it were, mayhap

(42)
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to prevent you harm, and this is very often
called "a hunch".

Birth
At the time of conception God breathes the

spirit (soul) from his laboratory on an ether
wave into the physical organism in the womb,
and at birth, when the cord is cut which con
nects mother to child, the child begins to func
tion by itself, independently as an individual.

The child then begins to learn as the years
go by and develops physically and mentally
(spiritually). That intelligence, personality,
soul, spirit, ego never dies.

When this person, grown up, completes its
living, functioning, on this physical plane of
vibration, it passes over to spirit through the
valley and shadow of souls, and takes on spir
itually just where it left off in the physical ex
istence. The doctors in spirit attend your
spiritual birth just the same as they attend
your physical birth here on earth. They assist
in severing the cord which keeps the physical
body inside of the soul, possessed by the soul.
These doctors and their assistants probably
days before the physical organism discontin
ues functioning, begin the loosening process,
the thinning down of the fluetic cord; and
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when death really occurs, as we call it, then
the fluetic cord is entirely severed. Then we
occupy our heavenly mansion which we have
prepared for ourselves while on earth.

Physical chemistry is always alive in vari
ous forms and proportions, more or less at
times everywhere and in everything.

Just remember everything is possible ; noth
ing is impossible.
• Under the proper instructions of etherial-
ism, of the phenomena and philosophy of the
human nature, and a true teaching and instruc
tions thereof, as they always were, as they now
are, and as they always will be, we would have

a more universal brotherhood of human, and

a more spiritualized people. You must begin
with the child. The thoughts of youth are
long, long thoughts.
All religions are making for good. Any

thing is good that helps to make for good.
There is nothing bad or no one is really bad,
but by ignorance and lack of the true knowl
edge of the real issues of their being. Who

is to blame? The subject's auros will tell the
story. And, some one will have to either cor
rect or assist to correct all wrongs. It may be

a father, it may be a mother, through improper
chemistry, it may be negligence either con
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tributory or direct. The sins of the father are
visited unto the third and fourth generation
thereof ; what if every generation keeps this
up?



Sex-Hygiene
The one great advancement which should

be made in this world is compulsory sex-
hygiene laws. A law requiring before mar
riage a physical examination of not only the
man, but the woman, a law compelling a cer
tificate to be shown before marriage that both
man and woman are fit physically to be the
instruments of bringing children into this
world. If the doctor finds either unfit phys
ically, have the condition corrected first. Give
the child a one hundred per cent birth-right to
start life with, it will have enough to contend
with anyhow at the very best. This is one of
the strong stones in the physical foundation of
this world.
An ounce of prevention is worth more

than a pound of cure.

Womanhood
Protect her, men, be good to her. Shield

her on every occasion. Help her without
looking for physical reward. If you have a
sister you want some brother to do so. Do
unto others as you would that they do unto
you.

(46)
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Manhood
Be a man, as the Creator intended you to

be. Come clean with Him.

Mothers
Women can make regretful occasions im

possible by avoiding such occasions. So im
part to the daughters early in life the neces
sary useful knowledge of sex-hygiene. This is
your duty. Do your duty.

Fathers
Do not put off until too late imparting to

your son the dangers ahead of him in the mat
ter of sex-hygiene. Take him into your con
fidence and tell him all. Companion with your
son as much as possible. Remember your boy
hood days, and how if you now had the oppor
tunity to do it all over again, you would do it
different, better, good. Circumcision, yes, by
all means.

Marriage
On the question of marriage. Well, you

can not tell young prospectives very much at
this period of life. I would suggest that com
patibility is the paramount issue. Be sure you
are right, then go ahead. The man should
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have a good position or vocation, a home and
a bank account before taking a girl away from
a good, comfortable home.
And after you get your girl, young or old

man, treat her as a woman should be treated,
you know. If you do not, do not get married
yet; wait until you do.

Owning your own home and having a bank
account, a compatible and helping companion,
next is the question of children. Buddy with
them. They will ape after you, so it behooves
you to set the best possible example. Be pa
tient with them, be tolerant. Above all see to
it that they obtain the best education within
your means. Give them something with which
to battle life's problems.
In case you have anything to leave your

family, your estate, after your demise, propor
tion the residue equally, do not show partiality,
be fair to all. And above all make your will
while still in good health and sound mind —
now.

Endowments for financially helpless chil
dren for educational and instructive purposes,
are the building of heavenly mansions for the
endowers. There is many a flower born to
blush unseen and waste its fragrance upon the
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desert air for want of the necessaries for de
velopment.

Prayers
Prayer moves mountains. You can do

anything you desire if for good, with the
power of prayer. Pray in your own way if
you do not know a prayer. When you pray
you receive that "mana" from heaven on ether
waves, and that mana is corrective chemistry
or chemistry which you require and are lack
ing. This is partaking of the body and blood
of Jesus Christ. Pray to your God, your
Christ, your guardian angel (guide). Pray on
awakening, before meals, on retiring. Pray
for the light, the desire to function upon the
higher etheral waves of vibration. This is
communion.
All souls in darkness in the physical world

and in Etherland, are always helped by the
higher developed spirit guides and teachers.
This is part of their work which enables them
in turn to progress. This is how the higher
order of things spiritual is opened unto them.

Religions have their rules to live by, start
ing with birth, instructions in their creed or
faith, marriage, family, sickness, death. What
is this for ? For purity.



Guides — Guardian Angels
The good guides are always round and

about us. The spirits in darkness, in igno
rance, in misery, seeing the light of our auros
or developed spirit bodies (soul), endeavor to
make for them as a drowning person would
for a life raft or life preserver, and if you are
not reasonably developed spiritually you are in
for considerable discomfort in bad thoughts,
difficulty in getting your true self together
again in actions and deeds, and from which
you only awake when remorse has hold of you.
This is what your guides try to prevent. So
if you do your best with them, they can with
you. You should desire them with you always.
It makes it easier for them to come to you.
This is attuning with the forces on ether
waves. Then take an inventory of yourself in
the course of time, and at intervals.
A guide is your guardian angel. The

guide is one who has advanced to the higher
planes of education and spiritual development,
thoroughly understanding the natural laws
(spirit and physical), and this is the chemistry
I speak of, gained either on this earth from
learning and also from Etherland; who

(50)
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have gone through the schools and colleges in
spirit and have taken post-graduate courses,
then spezializing in a certain line of work.
Every person has a band of guides at instant
call when necessary and more power is needed
for to do a certain thing.

Control — Guides
Control at night is done by the guides by

means of etherialization. You are etherialized
and taken into the spirit world, but it is so new
to some persons and they are usually so unpre
pared from lack of development of that power
within themselves, that they remember little of
what they see or hear, usually only a word pic
ture remains on awakening and coming out
from under the spirit ether. This etherializa
tion is similar as to when a doctor on earth
applies ether to one on, whom he is about to
operate, placing the person first to sound sleep
with ether so no pain is felt. The sensations
are the same. I know whereof I speak for I
have had this experience many times, in fact,
I always look forward to this as it certainly
does me good, physically, mentally, morally,
spiritually. Well, you become very sleepy, and
you have no control of your physical body, but
your guides have and perfect control too.
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What is Sleep?
If it were not for the spirit ether out on

the etheral vibratory waves or planes of func
tioning there would be no sleep for any of us.
This is what makes us sleep, or gives us sleep,
the ether in the air. Keeping your windows
open at night while sleeping enables more
ether to get into your room. It passes through
buildings and walls, etc., but it is better to
leave the window open while sleeping.
I rambled off on this sleeping question

while it came to me. Now to get back to ether-
ializations at night while sleeping.

Control at Night
Your guide or guides stay with your body,

not all of the band of your guides, but enough
of them to see to it that no other earth-bound
spirit in darkness seeking the light, may try
and take possession of your physical organism
while your spirit (soul) is traveling in spirit
( etherdom). This is what your guide pre
vents. Your guide is a doctor or thoroughly
understands spirit chemistry as well as phys
ical chemistry. That is what he went to school
in spirit for, just that very thing. So one stays
with your physical body, and others go with
your soul, the astral body (spirit) and accom
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panies it on its journey into etherdom (spirit).
The fluetic cord is not severed, which connects
your two bodies, keeps them together. It is
stretched out, and the length of this stretching
out process is according to the strength and
the power, the purity of your spirit chemistry.
See illustration on page sixty- six . You jour
ney where you desire, if you so desire, as your
spirit is a desire body, and as it desires, so is it.
As you think here so you think ;n spirit, I mean
the same force, the ego, the spirit, the soul,
the entity. You travel in spirit by means of
the power of your thought. Usually under the
very best conditions you can remain away from
your physical organism about forty-five min
utes, seldom more unless you are very highly
developed and know something about the laws
governing this process.
Your guide assists you to return to your

physical body. Sometimes it is all so beauti
ful in spirit journeying, that your guide has
difficulty in inducing you to return to your
physical body. While with others, and on other
occasions, the guides have difficulty in induc
ing them (their soul) to leave their physical
bodies and very often fight the control. But
the control (guide) will win eventually. He
will gradually get enough ether into you to
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take you across. He has the power and plenty
more of it from where he came and where he
lives.

Now just to break the vibration—the ether
wave for a moment.

We are here for the purpose of producing.
Be a producer. If you are not producing, you
are sharing the product of another producer.
Occupy yourself and your time one hundred
per cent. Idleness breeds mischief.

Visiting Mars, Venus, Mercury, Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Herolit, and all
other Worlds Spaced About in the Ether
Universe
Regardless of what language one speaks,

whether English, German, French, Latin,
Greek, Spanish, or any other language, and
regardless of whether one's skin is black or
white or yellow or any other color, and regard
less of whether one is an inhabitant of this
earth, the Eastern or Western Hemispheres,
and regardless of whether one is an inhabitant
of Mars, Venus, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune, Herolit or any other world
in the ether universe, the expression of the de

sire body, the soul, the spirit, the entity, the
ego, the thought, the I, the me, the personality,
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Cross section through center of head.

they all have their physical methods of expres
sion of desires, their physical methods of liv
ing, functioning. But they all have the one
method of spiritual functioning, the same
spiritual evolution. They all have their source
in God, in good, IN THE ALL, SPIRIT.

They all have the same process of evolu
tion : Communities consist of persons, persons
of organs, organs of tissues, tissues of cells,
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cells the expression of which is life. From the
cell to protoplasm, to nucleus, to nucleolus, to
atoms, to molecule, to electron, to etheron, to
spiriton, — SPIRIT.

When all these nationals, persons, pass .

through the valley and shadow of souls, into
Etherland, they all function with that desire
body, that strength, that purity of spirit chem
istry, that spiritual development which is the
power to travel, that purity of soul, spirit, ego,
entity, I, me, personality.
We here on this earth are only in the pri

mary grades. Too much physical force ex
pended for material things, and not enough
of that thinking force, soul force, expended
seeking, searching, developing for the higher
order of things in the realms of Etherland.

How to Develop to See Soul — Spirit
The writer took the picture of Christ and

hung it upon the wall. He then seated him
self about six to eight feet away from the
picture. Here is the process which goes on.
See picture on page fifty- five. From the
rear of the head on an etheral vibratory
wave or plane your guide will begin to
show himself. At first this will be found dif
ficult. The process is similar to projecting the
picture in the picture show from the rear of
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the house to the screen in front of you. Your
guide will at first test your eyes, then begin
focusing them, and will also test them to see
what they and you physically and spiritually
can stand of their power. The picture does
not fade out at once, but gradually it will. At
first you will see the face change in the picture,
and another face take its place, it may be dark
to start with, but as the doctor in spirit corrects
the chemisteries within you, dematerialize the
improper and materialize the proper chemis
teries within you, gradually the face will be
come very bright, intelligent, as it were, and
you can see the face move, the eyes move, and
as the face becomes very bright, the process of
purification is or has taken place. This all
through your line of vision. This is receiving
the mana from heaven. The same results can
be had by sitting in a dark room, and this is
called developing for claire-voyance (seeing
clearly).

Claire-Voyance
In the beginning of spiritual development

for seeing spirit, a dark room is best, as the
black background enables you to better see the
white form and also the various lights.
Your main guide (guardian angel) will

work on one eye at a time for focusing, stand
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ing in front of you, then the other eye, then the
guide focuses both eyes, and as your develop
ment continues the guide will show you him
self coming out of the astral curtain. This
astral curtain is all that separates the physical
world from the spirit world. At first the
guide will show you lights, perhaps white, red,
blue, etc., and they are about the size of a pea
or maybe they will be large, as large as an inch
in diameter. All these lights are good ones,
except the black one. Watch out for the black
lights and black forms. They show the pres
ence of earth-bound souls, in hell, in darkness,
in purgatory, in the outer-darkness, in igno
rance, in sin, in improper chemistry predom
inating.

Then again you may receive raps, any
where. They like to use the* alarm clock be
cause the spark on metal sounds louder, the
same principle as a bell. You will have to
work out your own code. Usually no rap
means no, one rap means yes, two or more or
continuous raps means danger is near or that
something is wrong.

Mediums—Psycho Analysis —Public Exhibi
tions of Mediumship from Platforms
They are those persons whose physical and

spiritual chemisteries are suitable to be used

-
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by the guides, the chemisteries in proper pro
portions or nearly so. Then here is the modus
operandi, or just how it is done. You go
to a genuine medium and with you goes your
guide or guides (guardian angel). Now this
medium, if fully developed both for claire-
voyance and claire-audience (to hear) is what
I term genuine, and there are many such not
only in America but all over the world. Your
guide knows all your thoughts, what you have
been doing and what you are now doing, and
what you intend to do, all this he receives by
means of the etheral wave. You see you are
constantly broadcasting to him or her and
he or she tries to do the same with you but
is not always successful because you have
your mind concentrated somewhere else.
Then your guide knows your status by study
ing your auros. Well your guide informs the
medium's main guide what it is you desire
to know or should know. The medium's
guide imparts this information to the physi
cal ear of the medium on an ether wave which
is properly attuned. Now, isn't this simple.
Then the medium tells you exactly what you
want to know, maybe tells you your name,
where you live, the names of your relatives in
spirit, who maybe deliver a message through
the medium to you.
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Broadcasting
If you think a thought you might just as

well go to a broadcasting station and broad
cast it to the world, for your thought goes out
upon the ether waves, and if constructive
chemistry, good thoughts, well and good, then
you are helping proper chemistry to predom
inate out upon the ether waves or planes of
functioning.
This is what I am endeavoring to impress

very emphatically upon the minds of the
readers, and especially that ALL LIFE IS
CHEMISTRY. Every thought goes out on
etheral vibratory planes or waves either for
good or for bad, depending on what you send
out.

Why are More Women Mediums Than Men?
Because at certain periods poisonous mat

ter is eliminated from their systems. Then,
too, as a general rule they live clean lives.

Claire-Audience
This is the full development of the ear so

the vibration or communication is heard dis
tinctly by the medium, and the medium is in
full possession of her physical organism and
faculties, although the medium is slightly
etherialized, but accustomed to it, developed
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for it. The guides do not always announce
themselves, but start right in speaking, but as
a rule they do or should give their names and
the name of the party they wish to have ad
dressed or receive the communication through
the medium. This action is similar to the at
tuned radio wave.

Full Control — Mediumship
The medium is spiritually and physically

fully and thoroughly etherialized, every part of
his or her anatomy. Then the spirit body of
such medium under control steps out of its
physical body, but its fluetic cord, connecting
spirit to the physical body, is not severed, as in
death, but merely stretched out, maybe jour
neying in spirit, while a main guide remains
with the physical organism not only to guard
it but control it, and also say who shall use
that physical organism or who shall not.
Usually the most urgent cases are taken first.
At this stage it is possible for the souls
(spirits) of one in spirit to occupy the organ
ism of the medium and use same, but with the
main guide's permission, as it did on this phys
ical plane, this earth, when it functioned in its
own body. It can use the mouth of the
medium, the ears, the eyes, the organs of
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speech. But the physical body at this point
should not be disturbed and absolute quiet
should reign as the utmost care is being taken
to see that nothing interferes with that "fluetic
cord" that is connected from the medium's
body to the medium's soul that is journeying.
That soul's time is not yet to forever quit her
body; so the medium is merely renting her
physical body out for the time being while a
seance is going on. . Now let me warn those
attending seances of this important behaviour.
Until the medium is again in full possession
of her physical body, until her soul has re
turned (spirit) and comes out from under the
ether, absolute quiet should reign. A spiritual
prayer should be said, or song should be sung.
A glass of water should be taken by the
medium. This glass of water should be placed
in front of the medium at the beginning of the
seance, as during the seance the spirit doctors
will medicate this water with whatever chem
istry is needed by the medium. This is termed
"releasing the medium".

Semi-Control or Partial Control or a Sensitive
Mediumship
Just enough ether is applied by means of

the etheral wave by the medium's doctor to

permit the main guide to control its organism,
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but the medium's spirit remains in its body,
but puts, so to speak, the words directly into
the mouth of the medium. To see just the
operation study carefully the action of the
ether wave in cut on pages 63 and 64 showing
how it goes directly through the mind, con
trolling the cerebellum and the cerebrum, optic
nerve, etc.

Many public speakers are semi-controlled
and are not aware of it. They may say things
which after the meetings when shown ver
batim reports of assertions can hardly believe
they said what has been recorded.

This is what makes many very fine inspir
ational speakers.

Astral Flights—Dreams—Journeying in Spirit
Land — Etherland
A person, a human, is thoroughly etherial-

ized while asleep. You can sit and become
etherialized thoroughly just the same as go
ing to bed and relaxing for this. Your guide
remains with your physical body, while an
other of your guides accompanies your spirit
into etherland.

You travel where you desire, visit places
you wish, you have perfect memory, you
converse (commune), and often the next
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No. 1 shows the physical body asleep (etheralized).
No. 2 shows the soul leaving the physical body.
No. 3 shows the fluetic cord stretched out (but not severed

as in death) enabling the soul to again take possession
of its physical body and function with same.

morning is heard something like this, oh, I
saw the most beautiful country last night, or
I dreamed I was in a bank and counting a lot
of money, or I met my father or mother who
are dead, or I was with so and so, then I do
not remember anything more ; I awoke, mean
ing came out of the ether. Now it happens
that very often when a guide endeavors to
etherialize a person that just at that point
when the process of almost full etherialization
is had, that one rebels and fights and does not
want to leave its physical body, awakening all
frightened and disturbed.
This same process takes place when death

occurs, only the cord is cut which keeps the
physical body inside of the soul (spirit) ; then
is had the final etherialization with your phys
ical body. The physical functioning is all over
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for you. You must move on whether you will
or no.

Christ-Science—H e a 1 i n g—Communion in
Any Church?
Take the picture of Christ, a life-looking

picture of Him, one that has the hair tinted,
the eyes colored, the cheeks colored quite like
natural, the robe colored. In this manner you
will see quicker and be more easily satisfied
with the genuineness of the test. But you may
take any full-size picture, or two persons may
look at each other and obtain the same results.

Sit in a chair, Comfortably, relaxing, keep
ing the mind blank (do not concentrate), for
example take any street, block it with autos,
how can another auto get past them ? So keep
your mind blank. Your main guide (doctor)
projects his face through your line of vision
from the rear of your hear (see illustration on
pages 63 and 64), and when not possible from
the rear of your head then on either side. But
preferably from the rear of your head the
guide (doctor) projects his face through your
line of vision onto the face of Christ in the
picture and you will see the guide's (doctor's)
face instead of that of Christ—the picture.

Now the picture does not change, is not
harmed one particle, it is your line of vision
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that has changed. As the guide's face becomes
brighter it shows that a dematerialization of
improper chemisteries has taken place and the
proper chemisteries have been supplied on this
ether wave supplanting the improper chemis
teries. With regular sittings but not too often
as you do not require them, say once or twice
a month, you will be able to see the guide's
face immediately and clearly.

Now, of course, you must request just
what it is you desire. The doctor in spirit can
not always prognosticate or tell in advance
just what ails you until he examines you. If
a thing is not worth asking for, it is not worth
having. Ask and ye shall receive, seek and ye
shall find, knock and it shall be opened unto
you.

Then, too, lead the life. Build every day in
every way better. If you have weak spots
physically, mentally, morally, spiritually, or
otherwise try to correct these. You can. You
must eventually, why not now? Think and
remember. Use that machine God gave you.
It's the only machine you can get there with.
When I say machine, I mean YOU.
A doctor on earth can be greatly benefited

with a thorough knowledge of this ether wave,
in diagnosis, operations, convalescence, etc.
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Why Doctors Employ Ether for Operations
In the application of physical ether as em

ployed in operation on humans on this earth
in this day and age, the physical chemisteries
of the physical body through which we func
tion, are temporarily arrested, functioning is
practically, if not entirely, dormant.

The consciousness, the soul, (spirit), the I,
the me, the entity, the ego, the personality, is
also etherialized. This is why one being op
erated upon, who is fully etherized, is not con
scious, not cognizant of anything whatsoever,
unless, possibly, of very high spirit (soul) de
velopment, sould purity, purity of spirit chem
isteries. But the point of probable conscious
ness is not while the soul (spirit) is in posses
sion of the physical organism (body), but
while in control (ether controlled spiritually)
by its spirit doctor in Etherland.
As far as the author has been able to learn

in the past twenty-five years of research and
findings, not a single case of consciousness has
been discovered where full and complete ether-
ialization is had.
This is necessary for the reason that the

fluetic cord connecting the physical and spirit
(soul) bodies together, is not severed as in
death, and unless there is full etherialization
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of not only the physical and spirit (soul)
bodies, the spirit (soul-consciousness) is nat
urally going to try very hard to regain pos
session of its physical organism (body).

The physical ether used by the physical
doctor on this earth and the spirit ether used
by the spirit doctor in Etherland (spirit), are
one and the same in final analysis. In analysis
we go to the atom, atom to molecule, molecule
to electron, electron to etheron, and from the
etheron to spiriton — the ALL — GOD.

There is but one evolution. This is the
evolution mentioned above and in numerous
subjects in this book.

Unless there is a thorough knowledge of
etherology, the line of demarcation must be
drawn between things physical and things
spiritual, but in final analysis all chemistries
are spirit— SPIRIT IS THE ALL.
Communion

We commune on vibratory planes. This is
why one feels so refreshed after communion
in church, as one does really and substantially
partake of the body and blood of Jesus Christ,
especially if they are in earnest. To illustrate,
take the radio, and attune it to a sending sta
tion, you receive clear and beautiful music, and
hear perfectly, it is relaxing. So when you are
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attuned with the forces upon the higher planes
of vibration you commune.

Life's Book— How Your Sins are Kept—
Auros
Auros are the force of God within us,

(see illustration on page 29), and the greater
they are developed the distance of them be
comes greater. That is why the colors emanate
from our body, and when you see the astral
body it is just the form. When you see the
spirit leave the body, it comes up from the feet
and gradually takes off from the head.

That is the breath of life, the astral body.
That is why at times in viewing a remains
whose spirit has left the body, if you are de

The soul drawing off at the physical head, or leaving the
physical body, as in death. The fluetic cord severed.
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veloped, you see a thin vapor coming from the
mouth, at the same time you will notice at the
feet the raising of this astral body, joining to
gether when it reaches the edge. You can see
it floating as vapor. The above illustration
gives you a good explanation.

To prove to you that the material is within
the spirit. You probably remember that the
scientist, Sir Conan Doyle, spoke about having
a medium under strict test condition, that the
spirit body was up here (meaning higher than
the physical body), the material body sitting
in the chair. They pricked the finger into
what appeared to be the spirit finger, but the
glove that the medium was wearing showed
the blood spot. So from the outer edge of the
physical body to the outer edge of the soul, is
shown the chemistry status of the auros ; or in
other words, your sins or your goodness. And
whatever chemistry status your auros show,
this is the plane of vibration you are function
ing upon. And when the process called death
occurs the soul slips off onto the plane of vibra
tion shown by its auros; so you take on in
spirit where you left off in the physical body.
The etheral vibratory waves or planes are the
chemistry planes of purification, and to func
tion upon the higher planes of vibration it is
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absolutely necessary to have the chemistry
purity required of the various planes of vibra
tion. By consulting the picture on page 29
you obtain a much better idea, and it is self-
explanatory.

HEALTH AND HAPPINESS
As all nature is God, and you are created

as one of God's children, in his likeness and
image, and you do not commit any wrongs
against nature, in other words, sins, why
should not your body be whole; it was made
whole, so that if you do not err or disobey one
of the laws of nature, why should your body
suffer. When I say body, I mean both bodies,
physical as well as spiritual.
If you place food in your system that is

injurious, the only way that nature has to
make known that you are forgetting nature,
is to make you suffer. If you will be careful
of your diet, living clean thoughts, why would
not the body be perfect? You can not have
good guides unless you attract and send out
the good thought. Good guides are the result
of right living. One must work out their own
salvation. That is what is meant when it is
said that "you are master of your own des
tiny" ; God is Master of destinies.
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Sin — Hell — Darkness — Outer-Darkness —
Purgatory
This inability to function, being in the

darkness, in ignorance, in sin, in hell, in pur
gatory is absolute neglect of spiritual devel
opment. The picture on the front cover of
this book, "Heaven and Hell", (From the
darker ether waves nearest to the air belt, to
the lighter waves the further one functions
away therefrom without limit) explains fully.
This is what is meant by improper chemis-
teries predominating; inability to function; no
power to travel; no light (purified chemistry) ;

no nothing; dormant. What you pass through
is worse than anything you could possibly be
gin to imagine. This is all the result of dis
obeying the ten commandments; that is about
the best way I can explain it.

Redemption
But, thanks to God, you will work your

way upward and onward. This is the work
of the teachers in spirit; to do for you what
you neglected to do while on earth; if you did
neglect this development.

To give you an idea of how pure one must
become to function in spirit. Remember, you
travel continuously on ether waves. As a test,
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just how much ether can you withstand with
out loosing consciousness, without becoming
etherialized ? There is not one person on this
earth but who can not be placed to sleep
(etherialized) with physical ether (as we have
ether on earth). The same principle applies
in spirit. This is what is meant by the Bible
"unless you become as little children ye shall
not enter the Kingdom of Heaven". So to
function on the higher etheral vibratory waves
or planes of ether chemistry, it requires purity
of chemistry, spirit chemistry, and this can not
be willed to you. You must work out your
own salvation, your purification process. You
have a physical body to learn these things with,
to give you a start ; some have very poor starts,
others fairly good starts, others good starts.
Where do you belong in this classification ?

Spiritual Progression
All those who are unable to function at all,

or very little, who are in the darkness, in igno
rance, and I include both worlds, the physical
world and the spirit world, but especially the
spirit world where only the power of that
thought, soul, entity, ego, personality, has it
self to function with, one body, not two as in
the physical world. This soul after it begins
to come out of the ether, soon manifests de
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sires to know what it is all about and begins
to ask "where do I go from here", if it is able
to ask the question — to commune it. Remem
ber you function with the power of the
thought, that desire, that soul ; and as you de
sire so are you, nothing more.

Well, along comes your guardian angel
(guide), assists you with the elementary les
sons, lending you power for the time being.
You go to school, high school, college, take
post-graduate work, then you undoubtedly will
specialize; you will do these things sooner or
later. With some it takes eons of time.

Spiritual Perfection
As far as I have gone I have not been able

to find that for any soul passing on into
spirit having reached any such pinacle of per
fection; personally I do not believe there is
any such thing as perfection for any one
of us or anybody else (humans on earth) ; but
what I have found is this: a constant unfold-
ment, a constant progression, always progress
ing, ever onward and upward ; no end, no limit
to our progression. Do you not think this is
a beautiful phase of our creation? This is
evolution. I say there is only one evolution for
everything and everybody. SPIRIT EVOLU
TION.
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Spirit Affinity
When both male and female purify to the

seventh plane of vibration, they are at-one-
ment, one in thoughts, one in desires, one in
actions, one in deeds, etc. The male is the
one-half and the female the other half. There
must be the affinity of the two to make the
"one whole unit of pure love, the God love".
Spiritual marriages are made in Heaven. The
male may be born first, or the female may
be born first, but whatever one is born first,
and goes through this physical existence, and
purifies to this seventh plane of vibration, can
not go further into the higher order of things
spiritual until the other half will have gone
through the same process. This is the affinity
of spirit chemistry. God created it; we can
not change it. «*" * *

GOD LOVE
Set me as a seal upon thine heart,
For love is strong as death,
Jealousy is as cruel as the grave.
The coals thereof are coals of fire,
Which have the most vehement flame.
Many waters can not quench love,
Neither the floods drown them.
If a man would give of the substance
of his house for love

It would be utterly destroyed.



WHY WARS, MURDERS, SUICIDES, LAW
VIOLATIONS, INSANITY, RACE

SUICIDE?

Why Wars
All things can be explained when one

knows the power of The Forces of Spirit. In
our desire for worldly goods, money, position,
influence, whether individual, a city, a state, a
nation, or nations, we are all seeking for ma
terial, for commercial supremacy. This con
dition has always been and is the cause of
wars. The next cause is race hatred. An
other cause is due to the misunderstandings in
things religious.
Wars are the result of improper chemistry

predominating out on the etheral vibratory
waves pervading the physical world and the
spirit world.
For example: At some point geograph

ically, physically, some high dignitary of a
nation is insulted, maybe murdered. This
murdered man's government demands explan
ations. They are not satisfactory. The two
governments parley, may be eventually war
can be prevented. In the meantime the news

(78)
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is spread all over the world. People read the
news. Each one reading the news is forming
their own opinion. Each nation has a flag
symbolic of unity.

Each mind reading and thinking is broad
casting out upon the etheral vibratory waves
destructive chemistry, eventually we have im
proper chemistry predominating on the ether
waves, germinating and multiplying, and this
rapidly. You can not prevent war. The de
sire of the predominating chemistry is for war.
Well, war it is.

War
The ether waves impart to me that a cer

tain ruler has "thought" (thoughts are things)
(I did not say he said it) that if he lost a cer
tain war, he would go through race and re
ligion.

By the means of the ether waves we hear
the destructive plans, just as a builder sees
the perspective of the building he is to build
from the blueprints of the architect.
We had better be getting somewhere with

a universal understanding for the settlement
of disputes without resorting to armed force.
The minds of the people are in the right mood
to embrace doctrines of world peace.
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How to Prevent Wars
To prevent wars you must work ahead of

them. The real knowledge of the philosophy
and phenomena of the human and all creation,
(the knowledge of etherology) should be

taught, compulsory education on this matter
the most vital in all the world, next to our
personal salvation. This is the real and only
cure for war.

Construction, Not Destruction
The original idea, and the one that will

never change is
, "in the beginning God created

man", He did not destroy him. What was His
idea in constructing man? To multiply their
kind with the assistance of woman. In all that
God and Christ did they always manifested
construction, not destruction.

Men loosing their lives in war, certainly
are not spiritually prepared to occupy their
heavenly mansions. They give themselves a

very poor birthright into the spiritual kingdom,
into Etherland. They are a charge on the
hands of their spirit guides, doctors and teach
ers, unless they are spiritually developed.

Universal Brotherhood of Man
A true knowledge of where we came from,

why we are here, and how we leave here, and
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where we go from here are some of the car
dinal points that will make for a general and
universal common and mutual understanding
of one another; of who you are, who am I.
The true knowledge. This KNOWLEDGE
IS POWER. GREATER THAN WAR
POWER.
War is destructive power.
IN TIMES OF PEACE PREPARE FOR

A BETTER PEACE.
Lead the army with the cross, not the

sword.
OUTLAW WAR.

Murders
An earthbound spirit taking possession of

a person while he is functioning on this low
plane of vibration is the cause of his act. If
a man were himself, as God intended him to be
when he was created, he would not of and
from within himself commit murder.
What makes a man commit murder?
He is simply functioning on a very low

plane of vibration, very earthly, very material.
He revels in these things. What is the result?
Like attracts like. He is a physical, mental,
spiritual defective, functioning in hell, in im
proper chemisteries predominating in his en
tirety (physical and spiritual bodies).
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He is an easy prey for a spirit entity to
occupy his physical organism with him and use
him to commit murder.
A true knowledge of the issues of his be

ing is the remedy; Etherology.

Suicides
A person who commits suicide is a mental

and physical defective functioning upon a very
low plane of vibration. A spirit in ignorance,
in darkness, in hell, takes possession of his
organism, controls it, and does the deed, either
directly or indirectly using his organism.

Insanity
The foundation for insanity is usually in

herited, improper chemisteries predominating.
This insane person is functioning also on a

very low plane of vibration, an easy prey for
others in spirit to associate with, occupy with
him his organism at times, keeping him right
where desired.

I have tried auto-suggestion and hypnosis,
in cases, and by auto-suggestion and hypnosis

I mean partial or full etherializations ; this
force working through the writer. In some
cases it helps, in others it would require con
stant attendance almost. A very badly decom
posed spleen in the physical body is something
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you can look for in insanity cases. It poisons
both the physical body and spiritual body.
Melancholy is traced to this cause.

Murders, suicides, insanes, thanks to God,
are eventually brought to the "light", purified
chemistry. It takes time as we measure time.
It may take eons of time, but they will progress
spiritually. Spiritual hospitals are marvels—
the greatest.

Electrocutions
Has any one ever been able to make a

"right" with two "wrongs?" A person is
placed in the electric chair, the current is so
powerful that it stills the physical heart, or is
kept applied until it does. The doctor in spirit
can do nothing else but assist in severing the
fluetic cord connecting the soul (spirit) to the
physical body.

The soul (spirit) of the person electro
cuted is not lost. Nothing is ever lost in
nature. This soul (personality) does not
loose his identity, he is he always, his ego is
his ego always.

He takes on in spirit where he left off in
the physical and this is shown by his spirit
chemistry status. He will go to school, prog
ress, but how long it will take we know not.
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May be a long time. But he will learn to
progress in time. We will meet him some
where, sometime, in spirit.

Regeneration* ^eincafn* fior) •

The common accepted term of the word
regeneration is that the intelligence is returned
again at some future time to function again in
a physical body its own as before.
I have never been able to find this a fact.

Thus far this is what I have found: a regen
eration of effort, another opportunity, but not
in a physical body you can call your own, but
through another's physical body.

For instance, take a case of still birth, or
a case of premature birth, or even a case of an
infant passing away. That intelligence is not
lost. That intelligence goes to school in spirit
for development, beginning in the nursery,
then to the primary grades, then to high school,
college, pursuing post-course work, specializ
ing in whatever its desire is.

The developed spirit entity then searches
put for work to do in the physical world, finds
one or more needing its assistance, then
through them (humans on earth) enjoys phys
ical functioning, a physical association, assist
ing in their guidance, having gained not only
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spiritual development so far as they will have
gone spiritually, but also lessons in things
physical. This is what I have found to be re
generation; re iVicot^o^+ton .

The whole process of life as created by God
is regeneration, a working out of your own
salvation and being assisted in doing it. Not
some one else doing it for you, but assisting
you, as in the final analysis you work it out
for yourself.
You never loose your personality, you will

always be YOU.
Your intelligence is created at conception. '

It is never lost forever. It may have difficulty
in progression, but it will with kindly assist
ance attain its desire, especially if this desire is
for good. So, sooner or later you will get
there; it all depends upon you. It all depends
upon your development upon the higher planes
of vibration and your ability to function
thereon, as this development is the power
within you which must be developed. It's up
to YOU.
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m m m

Thoughts Are Things

We can never tell what our thoughts will do
In bringing us hate or love,

• For thoughts are things, and through aero
wings,

They are as swift as the carrier's dove.
They traverse the course of the universe,

Each thing must create its kind,
And as it speeds o'er the tract, it brings us

back,
Just what went out from our minds.

m m m
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By James Duchet
View of base of brain showing the origin of the nerves of

special senses and blood supply of brain.



How One Thinks
See illustrations on pages 63 and 64.
All things begin in the mind, are brought

forth by thought and shown by word and deed.
There are two places of intelligence, the

voluntary or reasoning, and involuntary or in
tuition.

The voluntary or reasoning seat is in the
brain, the conscious mind.

The involuntary or intuition has its origin
in the Soul. It belongs to the sub-conscious
mind and is in constant communication out on
the frictionless etheral vibratory waves or
planes of functioning.

The conscious mind excites to action the
brain. It controls the central nervous system
which controls the voluntary muscles. It con
trols the physical senses and does not accept
anything against reason or knowledge gained
by education. It reasons by induction and de
duction and synthesis. It is with the mind
you do your work, transact business and make
illustrations.

The memory of the conscious mind is im
perfect. It can not at will accept or reject any
proposition, opinion or insinuation.

(88)
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The subconscious mind is not capable of in
ductive reasoning. It reasons by deductions
only. It is the creative mind, the mind that
does things. It does not reason, examine or
compare truth and untruth, and is liable to
carry out any suggestion, sometimes with
grave consequences.

The sub-conscious mind has perfect mem
ory, retaining everything learned by experi
ence or education and is the store-house of
learning.

The sub-conscious mind is also the seat of
imagination, emotion, intuition, also for the
transmission of eternal vibratory wave power,
(see illustration on pages 63 and 64) the
various functions respond to the commands
and suggestions of the conscious mind or of
another's mind, if the other's power is greater,
meaning proper chemistry predominating, and
this developed, and this is soul power, etheral
power, astral power.

Auto-Suggestion — Mental Telepathy —
Hypnotism — Mesmerism
They are the combined forces of your

guides in spirit who project on a powerful
etheral wave "your desire", as thought is a

"desire body" from the rear of your head
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(see picture on pages 63 and 64) through your
eyes into the eyes of your subject. Your de
velopment must be the stronger of the two,
though, if not, you will not be able to pre
dominate with your thought. The stronger
power predominates. Remember, you are just
the medium through which the power is going.
You have not got this power ; it is your helpers
back of you using you, because your chemistry
is suitable to be used. You can sit for this
development by using the picture I explained
about in another chapter, (on pages 63 and
64).

Real Levitation — Suspension
If God can create a world and keep it in

place in space with a powerful etheral vibra
tory wave, why can not He do the same with a
human, that is

,

suspend him in the air without
anything physical holding him there? This is

called levitation or suspension. Some persons
are capable of doing this, or rather of having
this done through them. They are the instru
ments by which a powerful etheral vibratory
wave is transmitted to hold a physical body in
space. The person is not only assisted by his
main guide but by all the guides of those per
sons sitting in the audience. These guides take
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the necessary chemisteries from the persons in
the audience, dematerialize it, convey it on an
ether wave to the subject to be levitated. Few
people realize that some of their chemisteries
are assisting in performing this feat.

Crystal-Gazing
The person doing this work is highly de

veloped spiritually. A genuine medium, I

would call this. From the rear of his head
(we will assume a man does this) on an ether
wave his guides in spirit project panoramic
views, a picture story as it were onto the
crystal he holds in his hand. He is also sensi
tized, given the thought, (sufficiently etherial-
alized) so that he has a complete knowledge of
what is being shown him and told him. He
may have the ear-development (claire-audi-
ence). This makes him so much more a mar
vel to his audience, and can hear also.

What is Electricity?
That imponderable and invisible agent pro

ducing light, heat, power, chemical decomposi
tion, and other physical phenomena, that most
powerful physical force, is traced to the elec
tron, electron to the etheron, and etheron to
spiriton.
This furnishes another case of spirit evolu
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tion. Electricity in final analysis is spirit
power. It comes from the source of THE
ALL.

The radio with the assistance of the human
being can receive spirit communications. But
it has been impossible to substitute, so far as
I have tried, a mechanical instrument in lieu
of the resultant in its totality of the physical
chemisteries of a human. So I am still work
ing at it.

Cremation
In cremation there is no more body for a

person (spirit, soul), to linger over, and pro
gression begins almost immediately. There
fore, it has been known that spirits reenter the
physical body after they have been placed in
the ground, and some time they claim they
have been buried alive.
If there would be no bodies buried at all,

the air would not become polluted, as it is at
times. The water seeps through the ground,
the germs are brought to the surface and scat
tered to the four winds. Sickness, epidemics
are the result.

Buried Alive Under Water and Live After
The subject (a human being alive) is

placed in an air-tight and water-proof coffin and
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lowered to any depth of water. When I say
a subject, I mean that the person must be in
stantaneously capable of thorough, full and
complete etheralization by his main guides and
his band of spirit helpers and must have
absolute confidence in them. When so thor
oughly etheralized his heart beat is not per
ceptible by the stethoscope. His soul leaves his
body (his physical body), the fluetic cord is
stretched out according to the purity and
strength that his spirit's chemistry status will
permit. On an etheral vibratory wave his
physical chemistry becomes temporarily in
active (thoroughly etherized). His physical
body has no sense of feeling. His soul is
not housing his physical body. The only dif
ference between him and a person who dies

is
,

the fluetic cord is not severed, therefore,
after coming up out of the water and the
coffin is opened, his guides bring back his soul
(spirit) and he again functions with his
physical body. He will be none the worse off
for his experience, as any improper chem
istry present in his physical and spiritual
bodies is supplanted by proper chemistry he
may require, as purified spirit helpers only can
do this so that the subject functioning with his
guides receives "mana from heaven" corrected
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and purified chemistry, while with his guides
on the higher etheral waves of chemistry. Re
member, I said all life is chemistry.



Hobbies
If you have a hen on the roost, see to it

that the egg hatches. Complete one thing at a
time, thoroughly. Do not give up, keep bang
ing away at it until you will have succeeded in
obtaining your desire, but be sure your desire
is good.

Do not get into a rut, avoid them. Be
broad, be reasonable; give and take.
If you become discouraged and disgusted,

go out and take the air, commune with nature,
and forget it.
If you can not get a thing, forget it.
If you make a mistake, no matter what it is

,

do not live it. Ditch it.

Food
Tell me what you eat and I will tell you

what you are.
All life is chemistry. All food is chemistry.
With a proper regulated diet you should be

fit at all times. What this diet is must be
worked out by each individual. Have a doctor
analyse you, examine you, as he knows physi
cal chemistry, and should know spirit chemis

(95)
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try. Pay a doctor to keep you well, not to
make you well after you become sick —pre
vent sickness. What is good for the goose may
be poison for the gander. As you go along in
life do not neglect your physical body. Your
spirit, your soul, your consciousness must have
a healthy body with which to do the best. With
a properly regulated diet one can prolong their
journey upon this earth. You owe it to your
self to look into this thoroughly.

Voting
If you do not exercise the right of franchise

(voting) at the polls at election, you are en
titled to no comment upon the results of elec
tions. Vote for the person regardless of their
affiliations, but pick the best suited, in your
opinion, for the position or office to be occu
pied. Do your duty. It makes for the most
efficiency. Efficiency is what counts. Be effi
cient.
If you can not be a leader, be a good fol

lower. In this way you will learn to become
a good leader. And always lead with truth.
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The author has been working on another
book of purely Chemistry, and expects to com
plete it within a year. He feels that he has
now done a duty to mankind thus far, and
wishes all who read this book, success in all
things, and prays for their continued enlight
enment.
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